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Abstract
In the paper we describe a sequential classiﬁcation scheme that iteratively explores levels of abstraction in the description of
examples. These levels of abstraction represent attribute values of increasing precision. Speciﬁcally, we assume attribute values
constitute an ontology (i.e., attribute value ontology) reﬂecting a domain-speciﬁc background knowledge, where more general
values subsumes more precise ones. While there are approaches that consider levels of abstraction during learning, the novelty of
our proposal consists in exploring levels of abstraction when classifying new examples. The described scheme is essential when
tests that increase precision of example description are associated with costs – such a situation is often encountered in medical
diagnosis. Experimental evaluation of the proposed classiﬁcation scheme combined with ontological Bayes classiﬁer (i.e., a naı¨ve
Bayes classiﬁer expanded to handle attribute value ontologies) demonstrates that the classiﬁcation accuracy obtained at higher
levels of abstraction (i.e., more general description of classiﬁed examples) converges very quickly to the classiﬁcation accuracy
for classiﬁed examples represented precisely. This ﬁnding indicates we should be able to reduce the number of tests and thus limit
their cost without deterioration of the prediction accuracy.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
Machine learning methods were originally designed to handle plain data without any type of generalization of
attribute values. This generalization may be performed by automated grouping of attribute values. On the other hand,
it may reﬂect domain speciﬁc background knowledge and can be given explicitly in the form of taxonomies, categories
(ISA hierarchies) or more general relationships between concepts (ontologies). In the rest of the paper we assume
that the generalization of attribute values reﬂects domain speciﬁc background knowledge and is given in the form of
hierarchies of concepts (atomic and abstract ones) that create levels of abstraction. Atomic concepts (the lowest level
of abstraction) represent the speciﬁc attribute values. Abstract concepts (the higher levels of abstraction) represent the
more general attribute values. As demonstrated in1, the incorporation of levels of abstraction should result in more
compact and more general models (classiﬁers) that are more understandable to experts, and as such it was described
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as a desirable addition to machine learning techniques in2. Moreover, experimental results show, that incorporating
levels of abstraction results in models which are simpler and still preserve the classiﬁcation accuracy1,3,4,5 or their
classiﬁcation accuracy was slightly improved6,7,8,9.
Let us notice, that all the approaches proposed so far take into account levels of abstraction during the phase of
learning or even earlier, during the data preprocessing. In other words, all these approaches analyse these levels in
the context of training data. Moreover, most of the approaches explore levels of abstraction selecting only a set of
mutually exclusive and disjoint concepts (atomic or abstract ones) - so called cut through levels10. Such a cut is con-
structed heuristically in the context of training data. Thus, such a paradigm of incorporating levels of abstraction may
not be appropriate, when these levels have to be explored in the context of an example being classiﬁed and all levels
should be available. Let us imagine a scenario, when a patient with some worrying signs and symptoms should be di-
agnosed and these symptoms are not suﬃcient to make an accurate diagnosis. Hence, some diagnostic tests should be
conducted in order to obtain a more precise description of the patient’s state. Two, rather conﬂicting aspects should be
considered: the diagnostic accuracy (the accuracy of classiﬁcation results) and the cost of conducted diagnostic tests.
Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate levels of abstraction in order to model precise and more general descriptions
(initial symptoms, results of diagnostic tests) and diagnostic tests (relations between these descriptions). Moreover,
these levels of abstraction should be explored in the context of an example being classiﬁed and available entirely for
the exploration in order to exploit all diagnostic tests and to make possible to get an accurate diagnosis with acceptable
test costs. Although the exploration of levels of abstraction during the phase of learning or preprocessing and building
a model only from a subset of available concepts may be proper in the context of training data, such an approach does
not allow to exploit all tests that incrementally precise the description of classiﬁed examples through many levels of
abstraction. Therefore, it may not be eﬃcient in terms of accuracy and test costs.
The ultimate goal of our research is to develop classiﬁcation methods, that incorporate levels of abstraction and
explore all the possible levels during the classiﬁcation phase in order to obtain accurate classiﬁcation results with
minimized test costs. In this paper we present a novel classiﬁcation strategy that sequentially explores levels of
abstractions (without test costs) in the context of an example being classiﬁed. We also present experimental evaluation
of this strategy in the setting of moving from most general to most precise values of classiﬁed examples. Using
several real-world data sets we demonstrate that results of this sequential classiﬁcation converge very quickly to the
prediction accuracy achieved for fully precise examples, so the classiﬁcation results for examples characterized with
more general values are comparable to their results for fully precise description. Thus, we are able to reduce the
number of tests without any deterioration of the prediction accuracy. Considered in the paper setting without test cost
may be interpreted as a special case of test cost-sensitive classiﬁcation with similar test costs. Such an observation
allows us to hypothesize that exploring levels of abstraction in the context of an example being classiﬁed is a very
promising approach to test cost-sensitive classiﬁcation.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce an attribute value ontology used to represent levels of
abstraction. Then, we describe the ontological Bayes classiﬁer that is an extension of a naı¨ve Bayes classiﬁer that
relies on such ontology. After the theoretical part, we describe the design of our experiments. Finally, in conclusions
we discuss the obtained results and outline the future research.
2. Attribute value ontology for representing levels of abstraction
In order to enhance the expressiveness of data representation and to allow for varying levels of abstraction, we
introduce an attribute value ontology (AVO). AVO is a hierarchy of concepts at diﬀerent levels of abstraction, where
concepts represent speciﬁc (precise) and more general (imprecise) attribute values11.
For an example being classiﬁed, where an attribute value is represented by a certain concept from AVO, tests may
increase the representation precision of this example by indicating or rejecting a subconcept of the given concept12.
Thus, a decision maker is able to represent examples in a less or more precise way depending on her knowledge and
available information.
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2.1. Deﬁnition of AVO
Deﬁnition 1. Given is an attribute A and a set V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, n > 1, of speciﬁc values of this attribute. An
attribute value ontology (AVO) is a pair A = 〈C,R〉, where: C is a set of concepts (atomic and abstract ones), R is a
subsumption relation over C, subset CP ⊆ C of concepts without predecessors is a ﬁnite set of atomic concepts ofA.
Atomic concepts CP represent these speciﬁc values of A, abstract concepts C \ CP represent more general values of
A. We refer to atomic and abstract concepts as to precise and imprecise attribute values, respectively.
This deﬁnition of AVO is as general as possible. First, concepts may have multiple predecessors (DAG structure).
Second, it is possible to make the open world assumption (OWA) or the closed world assumption (CWA). Third,
subconcepts of a given concept need not be necessarily mutually exclusive.
For the simplicity of presentation we restrict the above deﬁnition by assuming that each concept has at most one








E.Coli Salmonella Fungi Virus
Fig. 1. Example of an attribute value ontology.
Example 1. Let us consider the following medical problem. In order to determine the correct treatment, an agent
that caused the infection needs to be speciﬁed. Although all viral infections determine the same treatment (similarly
infections caused by fungi), identiﬁcation of the bacteria type is important in order to decide about the appropriate
treatment. Thus, speciﬁc values of this attribute are the following: Streptococcus, E.Coli, Salmonella, Fungi, Virus.
An AVO describing the domain of infectious agents is presented in Fig. 1. Atomic concepts from AVO represent
these speciﬁc values, abstract concepts are the following: Infectious Agent, Bacteria, Gram-positive Bacteria, Gram-
negative Bacteria.
Let us observe that Streptococcus is not the only Gram-positive Bacteria in the real world and our hierarchy, for
some reasons, does not contain concepts of the other Gram-positive Bacteria. Since we make OWA, the concept
Gram-positive Bacteria should be interpreted as: Streptococcus or other Gram-positive Bacteria. Similarly, the con-
cept Gram-negative Bacteria should be interpreted as: E.Coli or Salmonella or other Gram-negative Bacteria.
Infectious Agent
Streptococcous E.Coli Salmonella Fungi Virus
Fig. 2. Example of a trivial attribute value ontology.
Let us explain, that if there is no given AVO for a certain attribute, then we build a trivial AVO, that consists of
speciﬁc values of this attribute (atomic concepts) and exactly one abstract concept that corresponds to all possible
values (it is interpreted as a missing value). In the context of our medical problem, such a trivial AVO is presented in
Fig. 2.
2.2. Increasing the representation precision
A decision maker who is unable to represent an example precisely may use abstract concepts of AVO to account
for this. If she does not have any information related to a speciﬁc attribute of the considered example, then she may
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use the most abstract concept from AVO associated with this attribute. Considering our medical problem, a decision
maker shall use the abstract concept Infectious Agent - Fig. 1.
If new information becomes available, AVO allows one to increase the representation precision explicitly by using
concepts from lower levels of abstraction (e.g., indicating a subconcept of the currently used concept). Considering
our medical problem, let us assume, that a decision maker has made a positive observation that this Infectious Agent








E.Coli Salmonella Fungi Virus
Fig. 3. Positive observation: Infectious Agent is Bacteria.
AVO also allows to increase the representation precision implicitly by rejecting a subconcept of the current concept.
This is a common technique of characterizing what a concept is by explaining what it is not. Continuing our medical
example, let us assume, that a decision maker has made a negative observation that Bacteria is not Gram-negative








E.Coli Salmonella Fungi Virus
Fig. 4. Negative observation: Bacteria is not Gram-negative Bacteria.
Let us notice, that making this negative observation, all but one subconcepts of Bacteria have been rejected. Making
OWA we know that the infectious agent is Bacteria, but we are not allowed to say, that this Bacteria is Gram-positive
Bacteria
3. Sequential classiﬁcation by exploring levels of abstraction
Our classiﬁcation scheme assumes that a decision maker sequentially increases the representation precision of
a new example. At each step she selects a single attribute with associated AVO and the representation precision
is increased by conducting a test that indicates a child of the currently used concept from this AVO. For example,
conducting a test that indicates that Infectious Agent is Bacteria it would correspond to the transition from a situation
given in Fig. 3 to the situation in Fig. 4.
Let us notice, that the AVO from our medical example requires diﬀerent numbers of steps to reach diﬀerent precise
values. For example, precise values Fungi, Virus are achieved after one step of increasing the representation precision.
On the other hand, precise values Streptococcous, E.Coli, Salmonella are achieved after three steps of increasing the
representation precision. We say that such AVO is imbalanced, and in the rest of the paper we focus on the maximum
number of steps for each AVO.
Below we present two key elements of the sequential classiﬁcation: an AVO selection scheme and a classiﬁer.
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3.1. AVO selection based on information gain
Let us assume, that for a current step of a sequential classiﬁcation a new example E is represented by a vector
(c1, c2, ..., cn), where ci is a concept fromAi (i.e., a concept of AVO associated with attribute Ai). The central element
of sequential classiﬁcation is the selection ofAi, for which the representation precision of E is increased. We assume
in the paper, that for the selected Ai the representation precision of E is improved by conducting a test that indicates
a concept c ji that is a child of ci inAi.
We propose to apply the information gain measure to selectAi at each step of interactive classiﬁcation. Let S i is a
set of training examples that are represented using the concept ci ofAi or the subconcepts of ci. We deﬁne a measure
M as follows:
M(E,Ai) = Entropy(S i) − ∑
c ji ∈children(ci,Ai)
|S ji |
|S i | Entropy(S
j
i ) (1)
where children(ci,Ai) is the set of concepts that are children of the concept ci in Ai, and S ji is the subset of S i
characterized by the c ji .
Considered in the paper the sequential classiﬁcation selects at each step of increasing the representation precision
Ai with the highest value of the measure M.
3.2. Ontological Bayes classiﬁer
In12 we have shown how to extend the naı¨ve Bayes classiﬁer to AVO. We call this classiﬁer an ontological Bayes
classsifer (OBC). Below we present the idea of this extension.
Assume that given is a set of n attributes A1, A2, ..., An. An example is represented by a vector (v1, v2, ..., vn), where
vi is the speciﬁc value of Ai. Let C represent the class variable and C j represent the value it takes (a class label).
The naı¨ve Bayesian classiﬁer assumes that the attributes are conditionally independent given the class variable, which
gives us:




where P(vi|C j) is the probability of an instance of class C j having the observed attribute Ai a value vi. The proba-








where N is the number of training examples, nCj is the number of training examples with class label C j, nvi,C j is the
number of training examples with the value vi of an attribute Ai and a class label C j.
In the considered sequential classiﬁcation, the naı¨ve Bayes classiﬁer needs to be extended to estimate P(ci|C j),
where ci is a primitive or an abstract concept fromAi. The probabilities in the above formula may be estimated from
training examples, e.g. using relative frequency. This time, we need to count training examples with the value ci and
more precise values in Ai and a class label C j. Let us recall, that for a given concept ci from Ai, all the concepts





cki ∈desc(ci,Ai) ncki ,C j
nC j
(4)
where nci,C j and ncki ,C j is the number of training examples characterized by concept ci or c
k
i respectively and class label
C j, and desc(ci,Ai) is the set of concepts that are descendants of the concept ci inAi.
The proposed approach is an extension of the classical approach. We classify a new example represented by a
concept ci taking into account the training examples represented by ci and its descendants inAi.
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4. Evaluation of sequential classiﬁcation
4.1. Experimental design
The experiment was aimed at examining classiﬁcation accuracy obtained at diﬀerent stages of the sequential clas-
siﬁcation scheme.
We used 8 data sets considered by Zhang et al. in their studies on applying attribute value taxonomies (AVT) in
decision trees and naı¨ve Bayes classiﬁer13,9. We also employed AVTs developed by Zhang and colleagues for these
data sets. AVT is the simplest form of AVO, that is also considered in this paper. Before running the experiment, we
preprocessed the data sets by removing decision classes with less than 10 examples (such heavily underrepresented
classes may have aﬀected the evaluated performance).
Table 1. Benchmark data sets used in the experiments.
Data set Examples Classes Imbalance: max-min [%] Attributes AVOs
Audiology (*) 169 (226) 5 (24) 33.7-11.8 (25.2-0.4) 69 8
Breast Cancer 286 2 70.3-29.7 9 6
Car Evaluation 1728 4 70.0-3.8 6 6
Dermatology 366 6 30.6-5.5 34 33
Mushroom 8124 2 51.8-48.2 22 17
Nursery (*) 12958 (12960) 4 (5) 33.3-2.5 (33.3-0.0002) 8 6
Soybean (*) 675 (683) 18 (19) 13.6-2.1 (13.5-1.2) 35 19
Zoo (*) 84 (101) 4 (7) 48.8-11.9 (40.6-4.0) 16 1
Table 1 lists the data sets and their ﬁnal characteristics – the data sets that were aﬀected during preprocessing
are marked with ’*’ and their original characteristics are given in brackets. In this table we also indicate the class
imbalance in the considered data sets by reporting the percentage of examples in most frequent and least frequent
class. Finally, for each data set we list the number of non-trivial AVOs (i.e., with more than two levels of concepts).
Note that all data sets, except the Car Evaluation data set, are associated with a mixture of non-trivial AVOs and
simple attributes (trivial AVOs).
The experimental design relied on the stratiﬁed 10-fold cross validation. Learning sets used to develop OBCs
(see Section 3.2) included fully precise examples (i.e., described by precise values of all attributes). On the contrary,
testing sets initially included fully imprecise examples (i.e., described by root values from AVOs – such values could
be interpreted as missing ones). Their precision was sequentially increased (reﬁned) by selecting the most ”promising”
attribute (see Section 3.1) and descending one level in the selected AVO (note that diﬀerent attributes may have been
selected for diﬀerent testing examples, moreover attributes may be selected more than ones when non-trivial AVOs
are given). This process was repeated until all testing examples were fully precise. The maximum number of steps
of sequential classiﬁcation is given in Table 2 and 3 for each AVO (column ”Steps from imprecision to precision”).
Almost each AVO is imbalanced (see Section 3) and we focus only on the maximum number of steps from imprecision
to precision. In each iteration an OBC was evaluated on the testing examples and the following two measures were
recorded:
• overall classiﬁcation accuracy14 (denoted further as the A accuracy),
• geometric mean of classiﬁcation accuracies in individual classes15 (denoted further as the G accuracy).
These measures are deﬁned as follows:
A = (n/N) ∗ 100
G = k
√
g1 ∗ ... ∗ gk
(5)
where: n is the number of correctly classiﬁed test examples, N is the number of test examples; g j is the percentage
of correctly classiﬁed test examples of the class C j
The G measure allowed us to avoid bias introduced by imbalanced classes (i.e., high accuracy in a majority class
”obstructing” poor accuracy in one ore more minority classes) and thus to obtain more reliable results. We present
both measures for completeness and for easier comparison with results presented by Zhang.
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4.2. Experimental results
The experimental results are given in Tables 2 and 3 and in Fig. 5 – evaluations in speciﬁc iterations of the
reﬁnement process (i.e., the process of increasing the representation precision of testing examples – see Section 3)
were averaged across folds. The column ”Steps from imprecision to precision” provides the maximum number of
iterations in this process, and the columns labelled as ”0%”, ”50%” and ”100%” report performance (in terms of the
A and G accuracies) corresponding to the initial, middle and last iterations respectively.
Table 2. Experimental results - the A measure.
Data set Steps from imprecision to precision 0 % 50% 100%
Audiology 82 33.7 89.3 88.8
Breast Cancer 27 70.3 72.4 72.0
Car Evaluation 14 70.0 83.8 85.9
Dermatology 82 30.6 98.4 97.6
Mushroom 39 51.8 99.2 99.7
Nursery 14 33.3 89.3 90.4
Soybean 61 13.3 90.1 93.9
Zoo 19 48.8 98.8 97.6
Table 3. Experimental results - the G measure.
Data set Steps from imprecision to precision 0 % 50% 100%
Audiology 82 0 86.2 85.9
Breast Cancer 27 0 61.9 62.3
Car Evaluation 14 0 53.3 55.1
Dermatology 82 0 97.6 97.2
Mushroom 39 0 99.2 99.7
Nursery 14 0 91.3 92.2
Soybean 61 0 93.9 96.6
Zoo 19 0 99.8 96.8
It can be clearly seen that the classiﬁcation performance for testing examples represented imprecisely quickly con-
verges to the values observed for testing examples represented fully precisely. In case of the G accuracy (which is
more demanding than the A measure) such behaviour can be observed before the middle iteration of the reﬁnement
process. In case of the more diﬃcult data sets (Car Evaluation, Dermatology, Soybean and Zoo) the convergence
occurs between 30% and 50% of iterations, and for the remaining data sets it occurs faster (for Audiology and Mush-
room it is nearly instantaneous). Moreover, we may observe, that the results of the last iteration (columns ”100%”)
are sometimes worse than the results available for earlier iterations (columns ”50%”, detailed analysis of Fig. 5). This
observation conﬁrms our hypothesis and results presented e.g. in6,7,8,9, that incorporating levels of abstraction allows
to build more general models with improved prediction accuracy.
These results support our claim put forward in this paper that the sequential approach to classiﬁcation should allow
one to obtain reasonable results relatively early in the classiﬁcation process without the need to obtain precise values
of all attributes.
5. Conclusions
The ultimate goal of our research is to develop classiﬁcation methods, that incorporate levels of abstraction and
explore all the possible levels during the classiﬁcation phase (in the context of an example being classiﬁed) to obtain
accurate classiﬁcation results with minimized test costs. In the paper we have described the sequential classiﬁca-
tion scheme that explores the levels of abstraction that is the ﬁrst step towards this direction. In the experiment we
have demonstrated that the prediction accuracy of the OBC in such scheme converges very quickly to the prediction
accuracy achieved for examples represented fully precisely. Speciﬁcally, the classiﬁcation results for examples char-
acterized with imprecise values obtained in the middle of the sequential classiﬁcation process, are comparable to the
results for fully precise descriptions. For some data sets the classiﬁcation results for the middle between imprecision
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and precision were even slightly better than for fully precise descriptions. This possibility of getting accurate results
even for highly imprecise representations is necessary to reduce the costs of performing tests that precise attribute val-
ues. The presented sequential classiﬁcation scheme may be interpreted as a test cost-sensitive sequential classiﬁcation
with equal costs. We suppose, that introducing diversity in test costs, the convergence of classiﬁcation performance
would be slower than the convergence presented in the paper.
In the further research we plan to examine thoroughly the relationship between the stage of the sequential classi-
ﬁcation and the level of representation precision for each AVO. Moreover, we plan to construct and experimentally
evaluate the stopping criterion for sequential classiﬁcation. We also plan to introduce tests with diﬀerent costs. This
may require a generalization of the M measure in order to take into account two criteria: information gain and test
cost. Moreover, we plan to incorporate imprecisely represented examples in the training data.
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Fig. 5. Experimental evaluation of the prediction accuracy of the sequential classiﬁcation approach.
